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Symbolic Manipulation
In class today, we talked about the algebra skill of symbolic manipulation, which
means solving equations that use variables rather than numbers. Once you get used
to this, it's a lot easier than equations with numbers. It's like a game, where you have to find which part of
the equation was done last, the "loosest part of the knot," then figure out what to do to reverse that.

. 1 If object A is what I get when I box and wrap object B, and object A is also what I get when I untie
object C, what do I have to to to C to get B?

. 2 In the following equation, use your symbolic manipulation skills to get "a" by itself. Be careful of
order of operations!

. 3 In the following equation, use your symbolic manipulation skills to get "a" by itself. Be careful of
order of operations!

Now let's try to see how this relates to physics. Refer to the given equations to solve the problems that
follow them. In each problem, first solve the equation for the requested variable, then plug in numbers to
get the answer (with its units).

. 4 Want: Δ v;
Have: Δt = 3 s, aavg = 2 m/s²

. 5 Want: Δ t;
Have: Δv = 16 m/s, aavg = 4 m/s²



. 6 Want: Δ t;
Have: Δs = 12 m, vi = 2 m/s, vf = 4 m/s

. 7 Want: vi
Have: Δs = 15 m, Δt = 5 m/s, vf = 6 m/s

. 8 Want: m
Have: KE = 90 mg m²/s², v = 3 m/s

. 9 Challenge:
Want: v
Have: KE = 50 kg m²/s², m = 4 kg

. 10 Challenge: If you really understand this well, solving for "a" in the equation below is no harder
(though a much longer process) than solving a smaller equation.


